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Abstract

Distributed synchronization is an essential component of parallel and distributed
computing� Several fast and low�overhead distributed synchronization algorithms have
been proposed� Each of these algorithms required O�logn� messages per critical section
entry and O�logn� bits of storage per processor� Asymptotic performance estimates
do not proclaim any of the algorithms to be a winner� but no performance compari�
son of the algorithms has yet been performed� In this paper� we make a comparative
performance study of four distributed semaphore algorithms� Each of these algorithms
represents a di�erent approach to maintaining distributed information� Since the al�
gorithms we study are the basis for distributed synchronization� distributed virtual
memory� coherent caches� and distributed object systems� our results have implica�
tions about the best methods for their implementation� We �nd that the distributed
synchronization algorithm of Chang� Singhal� and Liu has the overall best performance�
though other algorithms are more e	cient in special cases� In a system of 
�� proces�
sors� the CSL algorithm requires only six messages per critical section entry� including
the initial request and the token response messages�

Keywords� Distributed Synchronization� Performance Analysis� Distributed

Algorithms� Distributed Virtual Memory

� Introduction

Distributed synchronization is an important activity that is required to coordinate access to
shared resources in a distributed system� A set of n processors synchronize their access to a
shared resource by requesting an exclusive privilege to access the resource� The privilege is
often represented as a token� Access to the token can represent the ownership of a page of
distributed shared memory� exclusive permission to update shared data� permission to access
an external resource� and so on� The processors synchronize by sending and interpreting
messages according to a synchronization protocol� We assume that every message that
is sent is eventually received� Because distributed synchronization is such a fundamental
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activity� much work has been done to develop e�cient algorithms� However� little work has
been done to compare the performance of distributed synchronization algorithms

In this paper� we discuss four fast and low overhead distributed synchronization algo�
rithms� Three of the algorithms has previously been presented in the literature� and the
fourth is novel with this paper� Each of the algorithms require O�log n� bits of storage
per processor �the O�log n� bits are required to store the names of O��� processors�� and
O�log n� messages per critical section entry� The low space and message passing overhead
make them scalable and practical for implementation� Since each of the algorithms has the
same asymptotic complexity� a performance analysis is required to determine which is the
best under di	erent circumstances�

We present a simulation study of the four algorithms� We examine the number of mes�
sages per critical section entry and the time to pass the token under a variety of loadings and
numbers of processors� We conclude that the algorithm by Chang et al� is the best overall�
but that other algorithms are better is special cases� For example� Raymond
s algorithm
is the best under a heavy load and the algorithm new to this work is best when the load
on the critical section is close to ����� We nd that distributed synchronization is very
e�cient� With ��� processors� distributed synchronization requires as little as four messages
per critical section entry under a ���� load� and six messages per critical section entry under
a lighter load� Since this includes the message that requests the token and the message that
releases the token there are only two to four overhead messages�

��� Background Work

Considerable attention has been paid to the problem of distributed synchronization� Lam�
port ��� proposes a timestamp�based distributed synchronization algorithm� A processor
broadcasts its request for the token to all of the other processors� which reply with a permis�
sion� A processor implicitly receives the token when it receives permissions from all other
processors� Ricart and Agrawala ���� and Carvalho and Roucairol ��� improve on Lamport
s
algorithm by reducing the message passing overhead� However� all of these algorithms require
O�n� messages per request�

Thomas ���� introduces the idea of quorum consensus for distributed synchronization�
When a processor requests the token� it sends a vote request to all of the other processors in
the system� A processor will vote for the critical section entry of at most one processor at
a time� When a processor receives a majority of the votes� it implicitly receives the token�
The number of votes that are required to obtain the token can be reduced by observing that
the only requirement for mutual exclusion is that any pair of processors require a vote from
the same processor� Maekawa ��� presents an algorithm that requires O�

p
n� messages per

request and O�
p
n log n� space per processor� Kumar ��� presents the hierarchical quorum

consensus protocol� which requires O�n���� votes for consensus� but is more fault tolerant
than Maekawa
s algorithm�

Li and Hudak ��� present a distributed synchronization algorithm to enforce coherence
in a distributed shared virtual memory �DSVM� system� In DSVM� a page of memory in
a processor is treated as a cached version of a globally shared memory page� Typical cache
coherence algorithms require a home site for the shared page� which tracks the positions of the
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copies of the page� The �distributed dynamic
 algorithm of Li and Hudak removes the need
for a xed reference point that will locate a shared page� Instead� every processor associates
a pointer with each globally shared page� This pointer is a guess about the current location
of the page� When the system is quiescent� the pointers form a tree that is rooted at the
current page owner� The tree is kept short by using path compression� which guarantees an
amortized O�log n� bound on the number of messages per request� Trehel and Naimi ���� ���
present two algorithms for distributed mutual exclusion that are similar to the �distributed
dynamic
 algorithm of Li and Hudak� Chang� Singhal� and Liu ��� present an improvement
to the Trehel and Naimi algorithm ���� that reduces the average number of messages required
per critical section entry�

Raymond ���� has proposed a simple synchronization algorithm that can be congured
to require O�log n� storage per processor and O�log n� messages per critical section request�
The algorithm organizes the participating processors in a xed tree� Each processor points
to the neighbor that lies on the path to the token holder� Neilsen and Mizuno ���� present
an improved version of Raymond
s algorithm that requires fewer messages because it passes
tokens directly between processors instead of through the tree� Woo and Newman�Wolfe ����
use a xed tree based on a Hu	man code�

Some shared memory synchronization algorithms can be easily modied to construct
distributed synchronization algorithms� These algorithms include the MCS contention�free
lock ��� and cache coherence protocols such as the Scalable Coherent Interface �SCI� ����
However� these algorithms require the use of a centralized lock manager�

Only a little work has been done to make a performance study of distributed synchro�
nization algorithms� Ricart and Agrawala ���� make a simulation study of an O�n� message
passing algorithm� Chang� Singhal� and Liu ��� use a simulation study to show that their
improvements to Trehel and Naimi
s algorithm actually does result in better performance�

� The Algorithms

All four algorithms that we study in this paper require O�log n� messages per critical section
entry� and O�log n� bits per processor� In addition� the algorithms are symmetric� there
is no centralized processor that performs a special function� The symmetric protocol rules
out techniques such as the MCS�lock or the SCI protocol� While these protocols require
O��� messages per critical section entry� they are not fault tolerant and they make a single
processor perform most of the work� even if the processor might not require the lock�

Since each processor is allowed only O�log n� space� it can remember information about
O��� other processors� The space restriction makes the lock scalable� However� it disallows
the possibility of storing a map of the state of the other processors in the system� Similarly�
the O�log n� message passing restriction does not allow many processors to be told about
changes in the state of the system� An algorithm that lets any processor nd the lock holder
at must in general use a hierarchical structure �i�e�� a tree� to guide the protocol�

There are two approaches to maintaining a tree that points to the token holder� the
xed�tree approach and the path�compression approach� In the xed tree approach� a tree
structure is imposed on the processes� and processes are generally restricted to communicat�
ing with their neighbors in the tree� Each processor stores the direction in the tree where the
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token resides� In the path�compression approach� each processor stores a best guess about
which processor holds the token� Following a sequence of guesses leads to the token holder�
When a processor processes a request for the token� it changes its guess about the token
holder to be the requester� As a result� if any request for the token follows a long chain of
guesses� the tree is compressed�

We consider four algorithms� three of which have previously been published in the litera�
ture �Raymond
s algorithm� Chang� Singhal� and Liu
s algorithm� and Neilsen and Mizuno
s
algorithm�� and a fourth which is original with this paper �which we call List Lock�� The
algorithms use a variety of techniques for maintaining information about which process holds
the token and about which processes are waiting to use the token� We give only brief de�
scriptions of the algorithms here� We provide citations that give further details about the
algorithm implementations�

��� Raymond�s Algorithm

Raymond ���� proposes an algorithm for maintaining a distributed lock which makes use of
a tree structure that is imposed on the processes� Each processor keeps a pointer� dir� to
the neighbor which is the root of the subtree where the token is located �see Figure ��� In
addition� each processor keeps a FIFO queue of pending requests� The possible entries of
the queue are the processor itself and the processor
s neighbors� When a processor that does
not hold the token receives a request for the token �perhaps generated locally�� it puts the
request into the queue� If the queue was previously empty� it forwards the request in the
direction of the token holder� When the processor receives the token� it removes the entry
at the head of the queue� If the processor itself was at the head of the queue� the processor
enters the critical section� Otherwise� the processor forwards the token to the neighbor which
was at the head of the queue� and then sends a request to the neighbor� When the token
holder receives a request� it either stores the request in the queue �if it is in the critical
section� or it replies with the token�

The execution of Raymond
s protocol is illustrated in Figure �� A request is indicated
the by name of the requester in parentheses� and the FIFO queue is indicated by a box
attached to the processor� In Figure �� D requests the token� Since D
s FIFO was empty�
the request is forwarded to B� B puts D into its FIFO and forwards the request to A� Notice
that the request sent to A is in B
s name� Later� C requests the token� Since B
s FIFO is
not empty� it has already requested the token� So� C
s request is put into B
s FIFO and no
further action is taken� Notice that the return path for the token �leading to processor D�
is stored in the FIFOs of each processor�

One property of Raymond
s algorithm is that the number of messages required for syn�
chronization decreases as the request activity increases� If your request reaches a node that
has already processed a request� no further messages are sent� The chance of this happening
increases as the number of waiting processors increases�
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Token holder

Figure �� Process structure in Raymond
s algorithm�

��� Neilsen and and Mizuno�s Algorithm

One potential source of ine�ciency in Raymond
s algorithm is that the token must travel
through the tree in order to reach the process which next accepts the token� Neilsen and
Misuno ���� observed that it is possible to pass the token directly to the requester� since the
identity of the original requester can be attached to the request� Neisen and Mizuno used
this observation to develop an algorithm which we will call the NM algorithm�

The NM algorithm adds a dynamic waiting chain to the static tree to permit the token to
be passed directly to the next processor in line� If a process holds or is requesting the token�
it maintains a pointer� next� which points to the next processor in line for the token �or is
NIL if there is no next processor�� To support the waiting chain� the xed tree no longer
points to the token holder� but rather to the end of the chain �which is the token holder
if there are no waiting processes�� We call the tree pointer dir� The structure of the NM
algorithm is illustrated in Figure �� The dir pointers are solid arrows and the next pointers
are dashed arrows� The nodes marked with an �r
 represent nodes that are waiting for the
token�

When a processor that is not requesting the token receives a request� it forwards the
request to dir� then sets dir to the neighbor that sent it the request� When a processor
that is requesting the token receives a request� it checks the value of next� If next is NIL�
it sets next to the requester �i�e�� makes the requester next�in�line for the token�� If next is
not NIL� the request is forwarded to dir �i�e�� sent to the end of the list�� In either case� the
requester is the processor
s best guess about where is the end of the list� so dir is set to the
neighbor who sent the request�

The execution of the NM algorithm is illustrated in Figure �� The solid arrows represent
the dir pointers and the dashed arrows represent the next pointers� Originally� C points to
A �with dir� and A points to B� When C makes its request� it sends its request to A and
sets next to NIL� We represent the edge �C�A� by a dotted line because it no longer exists at
C after C sends its request� When A receives the request� it sets dir to C� then forwards the
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Figure �� Sample execution of Raymond
s algorithm�

request to B� Notice that unlike Raymond
s algorithm� the name attached to the request is
the name of the original requester� Finally� B receives C
s request� Since B is itself waiting
and is at the end of the list� B adds C to the list by setting next to C� Notice that C is now
at the end of the list� and that the dir pointers now lead to C�

If the demand for the critical section is low� then the Neilsen�Mizuno algorithm should
require about half the messages that Raymond
s algorithm requires� In addition� there is
less wasted time in passing the token because the token is sent directly to the next waiting
process� However� when the demand for the token is high Raymond
s algorithm can usually
stop forwarding a request early while in the NM algorithm the request must search for the
tail of the waiting chain� As a result� it is not clear which protocol is more e�cient�

��� Chang� Singhal� and Liu�s Algorithm

The algorithm of Chang Singhal and Liu ��� �which we call the CSL algorithm� makes
aggressive use of path compression to achieve good performance� Their algorithm is based
on the algorithm by Li and Hudak� Each processor maintains a guess about which processor
holds the token� This guess is stored in the variable dir� If a processor that neither holds nor
is requesting the token receives a request� it forwards the token to the processor indicated
by dir� then sets dir to the name of the requesting processor� This process is illustrated
in Figure �� A
s request must make four hops to reach the token� but subsequently requests
form B� C� and D need to make only one hop�

A weakness of the algorithm proposed by Li and Hudak is that it requires every processor
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Figure �� Sample execution of the NM algorithm�

to maintainO�n� storage to hold the identities of the blocked processors� The CSL algorithm
reduces the O�n� space overhead to an O�log n� space overhead by storing the set of blocked
processors in a distributed list �as in the NM algorithm��

When a processor requests the token� it sends a request message to the processor indicated
by dir� It then sets an additional pointer� next to NIL� If a processor that holds or is waiting
for the token receives a request� and its next pointer is NIL� it sets next to the identity of the
processor that sent the request� Otherwise� it forwards the request to the processor indicated
by dir� and sets dir to the requesting processor�

Among the processors that hold the token or are waiting� the next variable forms a queue
of the blocked processors� If a processor is waiting and its next pointer is NIL� the processor
is �e	ectively� at the end of the waiting queue� If next is not NIL� the end of the waiting
queue is at the processor pointer to by dir� or beyond� Since the requesting processor will
become the one at the end of the list� it is appropriate to set dir to the identity of the
requesting processor� When the token holder releases the token� it sends the token to next

if next is not NIL� Otherwise� the token holder keeps the token without using it�
The structure of the CSL algorithm is shown in Figure �� The solid arrows represent the

dir pointers� and the dashed arrows represent the next pointers� The processors that are
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Figure �� An example of path compression�

not requesting the token lie on a path that leads either to the token holder or to a processor
that is in the waiting list� The next pointers form a list of blocked processes whose head
is the token holder� In addition� the dir pointers in the list of blocked processors point to
another blocked processor that is closer to the end of the list�

A sample execution is shown in Figure �� The solid lines represent the dir pointers� the
dashed lines represent the next pointers� and the dotted lines represent the direction that
message travels when the corresponding pointer has already been erased� First� processor
D sends its request to A �where D
s value of dir used to point�� A sets its value of dir to
D and forwards the request to B� Similarly� B modies its value of dir and forwards the
request to C� C is at the end of the waiting list� so C sets its value of next to D� Notice that
path compression operates on waiting as well as non�waiting processors� As a result� waiting
processors have a good guess about the end of the waiting list and the CSL algorithm has
good performance in practice�

��� List Lock Algorithm

In this section� we describe an algorithm� which we call the List Lock� that was inspired
by our previous work on a distributed priority lock that used path compression to achieve
good performance ���� To transform a priority lock into a non�prioritized lock� we prioritize
a request based on the time of the request �to ensure causality� we can use a Lamport
timestamp��

In the prioritized synchronization algorithms� the processors that are neither requesting
nor holding the token keep a guess� dir of a processor that either holds or is waiting for
the token� When one of these processors receives a request� it forwards the request to dir�
then sets dir to the identity of the requester� Processes that are waiting for the token form
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Figure �� Processor structure in the CSL algorithm�

a ring using the variable next� ordered by the priority of their request� An exception is
the lowest priority waiting processor� which points to the highest priority waiting processor
�using the variable next� to allow a high priority request to nd its position� The token
holder is required to point to one of the processors in the ring of waiting processors�

When a waiting processors receives a request� it checks to see if the priority of the
requesting processor is between the priority of its request and the priority of its successor
s
request� If so� the requesting processor is inserted into the waiting ring� and the requester
is informed of its position in the ring� Otherwise� the request is sent to the successor in the
ring�

To improve the performance of the algorithm� we can make the observation that we no
longer need to satisfy requests in strict priority order� as long as we avoid starvation� If a
processor receives a request that is of a higher priority than its own request� the requester
is inserted after the receiving processor� Therefore� there is no need to maintain a ring�
Instead� the waiting processors form a list� and the token holder points to the head of the
list�

We make the further observation that if a request arrives at a waiting processor� and the
priority of the request is not too much lower than the priority of the successor processor�
the requester can be inserted between the receiving processor and the successor processor�
In particular� the processor checks if the time of the previous entry of the requester is later
than the request time of the successor� If so� the request is forwarded to the requester� Else
the request is inserted between the receiver and the successor� If the set of processes that
request the critical section is nite� then eventually every request is satised�

An example execution is shown in Figure �� The actions taken by non�requesting pro�
cessors is the same as in the CSL algorithm� so we look at the actions taken at the waiting
list only� Processor A is requesting the token� and processors B� C� and D are in the waiting
list� When B receives A
s request� B compares A
s last entry time to C
s request time �A
s
last entry time is sent with the request� C
s request time is stored with the next pointer��
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Figure �� Example execution of the CSL algorithm�

Since A last entered after C requested� A
s request is sent to C� C compares A
s last entry
time to D
s request time� and nds that A can enter the list before D� C sets its next pointer
to A� and records A
s request time �which is carried with A
s request�� A is informed of its
successor in the list� and sets its next pointer accordingly�

There are several implementational details that must be considered� For example� the
dir variable does not have a meaningful value during the time interval between which a
processor requests the critical section and when it is informed of its position in the waiting
list� These details all can be handled� and we refer the interested reader to our previous
technical report for the solution methods��

By these and several other minor optimizations� we achieved an algorithm that has good
performance� We note that while both the CSL and the list lock algorithm both use path
compression� they take very di	erent approaches to managing the list of waiting processors�
The CSL algorithm attempts to forward a request to the end of the list� and also maintains a
good estimate of the location of the end of the list� The list lock algorithm attempts to insert
a request into the list immediately� It turns out that both methods have similar performance
even under a heavy load when the waiting lists are long�

�Note for the reviewer� Space limitations prevent us from providing a full description of the algorithm�

Since our performance results do not proclaim this algorithm to be the best� a full description is not the best

use of space� We discuss the algorithm because its approach complements the approach of the other three

algorithms�
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Figure �� Example execution of the List Lock algorithm�

� Performance

Since a theoretical analysis of the three distributed priority lock algorithms does not clearly
show that one algorithm is better than another� we make a simulation study of the algorithms�
The simulator modeled a set of processors that communicate through message passing� All
delays are exponentially distributed� The parameters to the simulator are the number of
processors� the message transit delay �mean value is � tick�� the message processing delay
�� tick�� the time between releasing the token and requesting it again �the inter�access time�
varied�� and the time that a token is held once acquired �the release delay� �� ticks�� The
xed�tree algorithm uses a nearly�complete binary tree �requiring about the same number
of bits per processor as the CSL algorithm��

We wanted to investigate the in�uence of the request load on the performance of the
algorithms� Since the di	erent algorithms have di	erent degrees of overhead� it is not mean�
ingful to measure the lock utilization directly� Instead� we dene the load� l� on the critical
section to be l � nC�R� where n is the number of processors� C is the average critical
section execution time� and R is the average time between releasing the critical section and
requesting it again� If the algorithm overhead is negligible� then a load l � � will result in
a ���� � l�� lock utilization� Since the requests are generated by a nite population� it is
meaningful to have a load larger than �� For example� a load of ���� means that on average
half of the processors are waiting for the critical section�

We ran the simulator for varying numbers of processors and varying loads� For each run�
we executed the simulation for ������� critical section entries� We collected a variety of
statistics� but principally the amount of time to nish the simulation �which captures the
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time overhead of running the protocol�� and the number of messages sent�
In our rst set of experiments� we plotted the number of messages sent per critical section

entry for a ���� a ���� and a ���� load� The results are shown in Figures � through ���
When the load is light �i�e�� ����� the CSL algorithm requires the fewest messages while

Raymond
s algorithm requires the most messages� When the load is heavy �i�e�� ������ it is
Raymond
s algorithm that requires the fewest messages� The wide swing in the number of
messages per critical section entry that Raymond
s algorithm requires is due to its ability to
let a previous request subsume a current request� As the request load increases� it becomes
more likely that a request will reach a node that has already processed a request� and so
stop early� In Figure �� ���� load�� the number of messages required Raymond
s algorithm
drops sharply between ��� and ��� processors� This phenomenon occurs because the system
is driven into a heavy load� We will return to this subject shortly�

The List Lock algorithm typically requires less than one more message than the CSL
algorithm requires� Their dynamic performance is very similar in spite the di	erent rules
they use admit processes to the waiting list� The di	erence is primarily due to the fact that
in the List Lock algorithm� a processor must be informed of its position in the waiting list
requiring the one additional message� If the waiting list is very long �the load is high and the
number of processes is large�� the List Lock algorithm is slightly more e�cient in admitting
processes to the waiting list�

If the load is light the NM algorithm requires fewer messages than Raymond
s algo�
rithm� but more messages than the CSL algorithm or than the List Lock algorithm� Unlike
Raymond
s algorithm� the NM algorithm does not take advantage of previously established
paths� As a result� its performance does not improve as the load increases and becomes the
worst of the four algorithms�

Figures � through �� show that the performance of the algorithms strongly depends of
the request load� In Figures �� through ��� we plot the number of messages required per
critical section entry against the load� for ��� ���� and ��� processors�

These gures more clearly show the in�uence of the load on the performance of the
algorithms� Raymond
s algorithm improves signicantly in a heavy load� In addition� the
dramatic performance improvement occurs at a lower loading as the number of processors
increases� Both the CSL and the List Lock algorithm require fewer messages as the load
increases� Since a high load means that there are fewer non�waiting processes the length
of the path to the waiting list decreases� accounting for most of the gain� Once a request
reaches the waiting list� the List Lock algorithm admits the request to the list faster than the
CSL algorithm does� and the List Lock algorithm overcomes its handicap of one additional
overhead message� The NM algorithm is not a	ected by changes in the load�

We have observed that Raymond
s algorithm appears to go into a heavy load condition
when the load is ��� and the number of processors increases� This phenomenon occurs
because the load on Raymond
s algorithm does increase as the number of processors increases�
Unlike the other three algorithms� Raymond
s algorithm does not pass the token directly to
the next token holder� instead the token must travel through a pre�specied return path�
Therefore� as the number of processors increases� the length of the return path increases� and
the e	ective critical section execution time �i�e�� the minimum time between critical section
entries� increases� In Figure ��� we plot the lock utilization �the percentage of time that
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the lock is held or in transit� against the number of processors for a ��� load� The lock
utilization for Raymond
s algorithm increases quickly to ����� while the lock utilization of
the other three algorithms stays at about ���� We observe that the drop in the number of
messages required by Raymond
s algorithm in Figure �� corresponds to the point where the
utilization hits �����

Since Raymond
s algorithm increases the e	ective critical section execution time� we need
to explore to what extent the additional overhead will reduce the throughput of a system
that fully utilizes the lock� We plot the average amount of time between critical sections
against the number of processors when the load is ���� in Figure ��� There is a slight
decrease in the execution time as the number of processors increases from �� to ��� This
occurs because the idle time �caused by statistical �uctuations� decreases� and is almost zero
with �� processors� Surprisingly� as the number of processors increases� the time between
critical sections does not increase in Raymond
s algorithm� The reason is that Raymond
s
algorithm prefers to give the token to a process that is close to the requester instead of to a
processor that is distant from the requester� As a result� the distance that the token travels
stays about the same as the number of processors increases�

We nish by noting that some of the algorithms are �more fair� than others� While all
of the algorithms guarantee that all waiting processes are served eventually� some of the al�
gorithms prefer to pass the token to �close� processors� In Figure ��� we plot the maximum
time between requesting the token and receiving the token as we vary the number of pro�
cessors in a ���� load� The CSL and the NM algorithm are very fair� because they require
processors to always join the end of the waiting list� Raymond
s algorithm is somewhat less
fair� since it tends to serve requests in one subtree before moving on to a di	erent subtree�
The List Lock algorithm is the least fair� because it lets processes cut into line� However�
the di	erences in the maximumwaiting time are related by a constant� All experience linear
growth� with the slope of the waiting time for Raymond
s algorithm about twice that of the
CSL algorithm� and the slope of the waiting time of the List Lock algorithm is about six
times that of the CSL algorithm�

� Conclusions

We have presented a performance study of four fast and low overhead distributed synchro�
nization algorithms� Our ndings include�

�� Recently proposed distributed synchronization algorithms are as fast and e�cient as
advertised� In a system of ��� processors� only four to six messages are required per
critical section entry� Since this counts the initial request and the receipt of the token�
there is only a two to four message overhead�

�� The CSL algorithm is the best overall� as it is a simple algorithm� it is fair� it imposes a
small overhead on the e	ective critical section execution time� and requires the fewest
number of messages when the load is light �the expected case��

�� Raymond
s algorithm is the best asymptotically in the following sense� Given a load
on the critical section� increase the number of processors and count the number of

��



messages per critical section entry� Eventually Raymond
s algorithm will be driven
into a heavy load and will require the fewest messages among all of the algorithms�
In addition� it will impose a bounded overhead on the e	ective time to execute the
critical section�

�� The List Lock algorithm requires few messages �within one of the CSL algorithm�� and
requires fewer messages than the CSL algorithm when the load is high and the number
of processors is large� However� it is a complex algorithm� and is the least fair of the
algorithms that we considered�

�� Path compression algorithms generally perform better than xed�structure algorithms�
This study assumed uniform requests� If a small subset of processors generates most
of the requests� path compression algorithms are even better than xed�structure al�
gorithms�

�� The technique of allowing processes to cut in line is more e	ective than requiring pro�
cesses to always nd the end of the line� In the setting considered here� the advantage
was more than o	set by the additional complexity of the algorithm�
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Figure �� Number of messages per critical section entry� ��� load�
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Figure ��� Number of messages per critical section entry� ��� load�
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Messages per critical section entry, 100% load
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Figure ��� Number of messages per critical section entry� ��� load�
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Figure ��� Number of messages per critical section entry� �� processors�
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Figure ��� Number of messages per critical section entry� ��� processors�
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Figure ��� Number of messages per critical section entry� ��� processors�
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Lock Utilization, 75% load
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Figure ��� Lock utilization� ��� load�
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Figure ��� Critical section execution time� ���� load�
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Maximum time to enter the CS, 100% load
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Figure ��� Maximum waiting time� ���� load�
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